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A Negotiation-based capacity-planning model 

Abstract 

In a multiple-factories environment, finite budget for capacity planning and allocation has 

become an issue to improve system performances.  We develop a model to negotiate and 

resolve the budget conflictions among factories.  Motivated by potential benefits, factories 

are modeled as intelligent agents that exchange negotiable budget plan with each other 

under asymmetric local demand information.  All of factories are self-interesting business 

units and yearning to fully utilize allocated budget so as to maximize its own profits. A 

negotiation-decision-function mechanism is designed to mimic the attitude of a factory. 

Intrinsic utility is used as performance index to examine the behaviors of negotiation 

trajectories. Once the compromised budget allocation plan is obtained after a negotiation 

process, each factory develops its resulting resource investment portfolio and capacity plan.  

Experimental outcomes have empirically justified that the proposed model provides an 

efficient tool to examine the influences of different negotiation attitudes.  

Keywords: Capacity planning, negotiation, multiple factories
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1. Introduction 

In a multiple-factories environment, capacity planning and allocation of expensive 

resources has become an issue to improve system performances.  Such a situation occurs 

in high-tech industries where a firm equips with many plant sites. Thus, automating a 

negotiation process among factories is highly demanded.  

However, to solve the multiple-factories resources-confliction problem in an autonomous 

way is highly challenged due to the information asymmetry.  In this study, we developed 

an inter-factory model to negotiate the budget allocation among factories so that the limited 

capacity of manufacturing resources can be used effectively.  During negotiation, each 

agent representing a factory exchanges a series of messages with others.  A negotiation 

decision function (NDF) is employed to mimic the negotiation attitudes of each agent.  

Several experiments of negotiation-tactic combinations are also conducted to examine the 

influences on the resultant capacity plan.  

The rest of this article is organized as follows. The related works are reviewed into capacity 

planning and allocation, uncertainty modeling, and solution methodology in Section 2.  

The problem of the inter-factory is justified and a capacity negotiation model is provided in 

section 3.  In Section 4, performance index, intrinsic utilities, is used to examine the 
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negotiation trajectories. Also, comprehensive experiments are conducted to investigate the 

influences of different negotiation attitudes.  Finally, section 5 draws conclusions.  

2. Related works 

Several studies directly deal with capacity trading through autonomous negotiation among 

factories.  Chiung et al. (2002) develop a genetic algorithm to solve the integrated 

scheduling problem in supply chain composed of a production facilities network with the 

character of multiple-products manufacturing.  Chan et al. (2005) present a hybrid genetic 

algorithm for a production problem in a multiple-factories supply chain.  Karabuk and Wu 

(2005) design a capacity allocation game coordination mechanism to implement capacity 

allocation in semiconductor manufacturing environment.  

However, the existing literatures dealing in multiple-factories either assume a centralized 

decision maker or use a simplified negotiation scheme; both limit themselves in practice. 

Single-shot negotiation models developed by David and Smith (1983) are commonly 

employed, but no guarantee is given owing to the myopic nature of the class (Veeramani 

and Wang 1997). Negotiation is characterized by iterations among agents and focuses on 

the exchange of partial plans to attain a global goal in a computer science domain (Durfee 

and Lesser, 1989).  Information is shared extensively among agents and the intentions of 
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opponents are uncover through such communication. Kraus and Lehmann (1995) establish 

an artificial diplomat system to address negotiation issues. While negotiation is promising 

in resolving conflicts of multi-agent systems in the field of distributed artificial intelligence, 

much effort is still needed in the multiple-plant manufacturing systems domain.   

In terms of negotiation tactic level, multiple-agents negotiation by negotiation decision 

function (NDF) first proposed by Faratin et al. (1998), which are derived from bilateral 

negotiation functions (Raiffa, 1982), has showed a promising applications in intelligent, 

collaborative production control systems (e.g., Parunak 2000). Conventional negotiation 

models based on disclosure of information among agents is limited to several real 

applications, but NDF-based negotiation is characterized by its autonomous behavior, 

consideration of timing, and issues, and thus can be applied to numerous real world 

application domains.  Wang and Chou (2004) investigate the properties of the NDF 

mechanism in an agent-based system.  Other applications of the NDF negotiation also can 

be founded (e.g., Rau et al. 2006).  This study thus will adopt this type of negotiation 

method to model negotiation tactics and attitudes. 
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3. Problem formulation 

We address the situation in that all of factories are profit-centered business units and 

receive their local demands while limited budget is provided by the same headquarter. With 

information asymmetry, each factory represents an agent and prone to fully utilize allocated 

budget so as to maximize its own capacity planning profits.  An NDF based negotiation 

model is developed to represent accurately the attitudes of different agents and to reduce 

the confliction among factories through coordinated budget allocation.  Once the 

compromised budget allocation plan is obtained, each factory can develop its resource 

investment portfolio and capacity plan. 

3.1   Negotiation issues, tactics, and model 

Profit-centered agents who have local demand information intend to maximize local profits.  

Since the resources are limited by finite budget provided by headquarter, budget allocation 

becomes the negotiable issue among the factories.  Motivated by potential benefits, every 

agent involves in the negotiation.  

In the study, the negotiation attitude of a factory is represented by an NDF mechanism.    

The NDF tactics can be divided into three categories: time dependent tactics, resources 

dependent tactics and behavior dependent tactics (Faratin et al., 1998). Specifically, the 
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time dependent tactics include Bouware and conceder tactic; the resource dependent tactics 

include dynamic deadline tactic and resources estimation tactic; the behavior dependent 

tactics include relative tit-for-tat and random tit-for-tat. 

Time Dependent Tactics 

Time dependent tactics relates to the time limit of the negotiation.  In equation (1), agents 

a and b represent the negotiation attendants, F represents the negotiable budget, and t is 

current time.  t
a

max represents the negotiation time limit of the agent a, 0 ≤ t ≤ t
a

max.   

xt
a→b

 [F]=max 
a 

−α 
a
(t)(max 

a 
−min 

a
) (1) 

The offer value that changes according to the time function αj
a
(t), is formulated in equation 

(2). The deadline represents the reservation ratio of the offer value ranged from 0 to 1.  In 

here, 0 ≤ α 
a
(t) ≤ 1 and α

a
(t

a
max) =1.   

α 
a
(t) = deadline

a 
+ (1− deadline

a
)( min(t,t

a
max)/ t

a
max)

1/β 
  (2) (3) 

the offer value is significantly influenced by the parameter β.  The negotiation attitude 

using Boulware tactic with low β value is stubborn in the beginning but becomes milder as 

time passed.  Contrast with Boulware tactic, the conceder tactic applied a larger β value, 

and the negotiation attitude is mild in the beginning but becomes more stubborn later.   
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Resource Dependent Tactics 

The resource dependent tactics is similar to the time dependent tactics. The dynamic 

deadline tactic considering time limit as remaining resource is also defined by equation (1) 

in which t
a

max is replaced by (3). In equation (3), |N 
a
(t)| represents the number of the 

negotiators who join the negotiation with agent a. μ
a
 is the rational negotiation time of the 

agent a, and ∑i|Xt
i↔a

| represents the negotiation time spent by agent a 
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The definition of αj
a
(t) in resource estimation Tactic is shown as equation (4) where 

resources
a
(t) = max (0, t

a
max- t).   

αj
a
(t) = deadline

a 
+ (1- deadline

a
)e 

–resources (t)
 (4) 

Behavior Dependent Tactics 

The behavior dependent tactics includes two types: relative tit-for-tat and random absolute 

tit-for-tat.  All the offer values of the tactics depend on the attitudes of the opponents.  

The trajectory of the negotiation between agents a and b can be presented as 
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equation (5).  In the equation, n is current time, δ is reflection time.  The offer value of 
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the relative tit-for-tat tactic provided by agent a depends on the relatively compromising 

attitudes of agent b.  
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a
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a
) δ ≥ 1, n ≥2δ (5) 

The random absolute tit-for-tat is calculated by equation (6) where R(G) is a random value 

between [0,G] and G is a user defined value.  The offer value provided by agent a depends 

on the absolutely compromising attitudes of agent b.  
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[F])+R(G), min

a
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a
) (6) 

3.2   Negotiation procedure 

The normalized potential profit (i.e., value) of each agent, V
a
, is defined in equation (7), 

where x
a
 is the potential profit of agent a, estimated on the basis of its current budget usage 

plan. V
a
 ranges between 0 to 1.  

aa

aa

aa
x

xV
minmax

min
)(




  (7) 

In such conventional asymmetric environment of information, self-interesting agents 

concern their own profits to fulfill local demands and disregard the profits of other agents 

as well as the system/social welfare.  We allow each agent/factory to propose budget 
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usage plans as offers to its counter parties.  Agents who receive offer from other agents 

calculate its own potential benefit using the individual capacity planning model and 

determine whether to accept a deal. 

The potential profit of such an offer is compared to the profit of the previous offers.  If the 

newly received offer can produce a higher potential profit than the potential profit that the 

offer is preparing to send back to the offer provider, the received offer is accepted as a 

compromised plan.  The detailed negotiation procedure with NDF mechanism among the 

agents is presented as follows:  

Step 1. In the beginning, the negotiation starter, named Agent a, provides an offer by 

applying the NDF mechanism in which the tactics and strategies (refer to section 3.1 for 

more details) of this agent reflect its attitude during the negotiation.  

Step 2. The offer receiver, named Agent b, first checks the negotiation time.  If the 

negotiation time is expired, the agent sends a negotiation failure message to the offer 

provider and goes to Step 5.  Otherwise, the agent uses the capacity planning model 

(referred to section 3.3) to calculate its potential profits that are gained from local demand 

and the budget allocation plan (i.e., offer) provided from its counter parties. 

Step 3. Agent b compares the potential profit obtained from Step 2 with the offer value 
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V
b

offer in which a new budget allocation plan is generated by the NDF mechanism.  If the 

received offer has a higher potential profit than the local generated one, Agent b sends a 

deal message back to Agent a and goes to Step 5.  Otherwise, the Agent b sends its local 

offer value to Agent a. 

Step 4. After receiving the counter-offer from Agent b, Agent a conduct the same procedure 

as Steps 2 and 3 of Agent a.  

Step 5. Negotiation is over and output the results.  

3.3   Capacity planning model of individual factories 

An individual factory resource planning and capacity allocation model with following 

budget constraint is used to maximize the profit of an individual factory.  The details of 

the proposed mathematical model can be referred to Wang et al.(2007). 

Limited budget of the negotiation The budget provided by the headquarters is limited due 

to the content of the negotiation.  In here x is the offer value (budget) that the agent wants 

to evaluate. 


m

em (Km−K0,m) ≤ x                                            
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4   Performance evaluation of the negotiation-based capacity-planning model  

4.1   Performance indices of negotiation outcomes 

The intrinsic agent utility is applied herein as a performance index for observing the 

trajectory of negotiation.  Experiment results using the proposed negotiation model are 

compared to the “perfect-information” situation. The offer value provided by the agents is 

denoted in terms of the matrix game
a
 and game

b
 in a time span.  With different tactic 

combinations, game
a
[i,j] represents the result when Agent a uses tactic i and the opponent 

replies using tactic j.  

Intrinsic Agent Utility (Gain) and the Perfect Information Game  

The potential profits of the agent from an offer and a counter-offer thus can be normalized 

to an intrinsic agent utility, Gain [i,j].  Note that, the intrinsic agent utility of an agent 

depends on the marginal profit as using budget; hence, the intrinsic agent utility of an agent 

is not necessary a linear function of budget use.  In addition, the optimal solution H 

obtained from a perfect-information game is set as a benchmark.  The difference between 

the H and the compromised solution, Dist[i,j], represents the influence of the asymmetric 

information and tactic combinations while the social welfare of a negotiation can be 
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evaluated.  

Dist[i,j]=Gain(game[i,j])-Gain(H) (9) 

4.2   Negotiation trajectory 

In the study, two agents representing factories 1 and 2 are in an information asymmetric 

environment. In figures 1, both agents use resources dependent dynamic deadline tactic 

with the parameters referred to Table 1.  

Table 1.  Tactics and corresponding parameters settings. 

Tactics Name Abbreviation Parameters Note 

Time 

Dependent 

Tactics 

Boulware TB β=0.5 The offer value is depends on 

the parameter β Conceder TC β=10 

Resource 

Dependent 

Tactics 

Dynamic 

Deadline 
RDD μ=480 

The offer value is depends on 

the parameter μ 

Resource 

Estimation 
RRE   

Behavior 

Dependent 

Tactics 

Relative 

Tit for Tat 
BRE δ=1 

The offer value is depends on 

the related relation between 

the 2 latest counteroffers 

Random 

Tit for Tat 
BRA 

δ=1, 

G{-1,1} 

million 

The offer value is depends on 

the absolute relation between 

the latest 2 counteroffers and 

random budget G 

In the case of both agent used time depend linear tactics, figure 1 shows the trajectory of 

two agents’ intrinsic agent utility during the negotiation. In the figure, point A represents 

the compromised solution of both agents.  Under the assumption of fully utilized budget 
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individually, Points B and D are the maximal potential profits of Factory 2 and Factory 1 

respectively.  Point C is the optimal solution calculated from a perfect-information 

assumption.   

 

Figure 1. Negotiation trajectory with respect to intrinsic agent utility. 

4.3   Experiments on negotiation tactics performances 

In the study, a set of experiments are conducted to justify and evaluate the proposed 

negotiation model. Six single tactics are considered. Figure 2 shows the results of a 

two-agent case (i.e., Fab 1 and Fab 2) under a variety of tactic combinations.  The detailed 

information of the negotiation parameters can be referred to Table 2.  We conclude from 

the experiments as follows. 
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(1) The majority of deals are close to y axis, implying that the first-move agent (Fab 1 

herein) would loss advantages to its opponent (Fab 2) since the Fab 1 agent starts 

negotiation with a concession. 

(2) A fair negotiation result can be obtained if both agents apply the same tactic during the 

negotiation.   

(3) The agent who applies the resources dependent tactics are risky since it can get either a 

very good or bad deal, depending largely on the attitudes of its opponent.  

 

Figure 2.  Performance of tactic combinations with respect to intrinsic agent utility 
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Table 2. Negotiation Results Using Single Tactics 

Acceptance party  

[Fab 1 Intrinsic Profits,  

Fab 2 Intrinsic Profits] 

Fab 2 Agent 

TB TC RDD RRE BRE BRA 

Fab 1 Agent 

TB 
Fab2(34)  

[.727, .684] 

Fab 1(9)
 
 

[.963, .239] 

Fab 2(20) 

[.939, .341] 

Fab 2(46) 

[.309, .945] 

Fab 1(41) 

[.500, .829] 

Fab 2(34) 

[.709, .696] 

TC 
Fab2 (6) 

[.354, .936] 

Fab 2 (2) 

[.429, .897] 

Fab 2(4) 

[.373, .900] 

Fab 2(10) 

[.289, .886] 

Fab 1(7) 

[.377, .886] 

Fab 1(5) 

[.357, .902] 

RDD 
Fab 1(21) 

[.426, .914] 

Fab 1(7) 

[.993, .289] 

Fab 2(16)
 
 

[.702, .723] 

 Fab 1(21)
 
 

[.232, .970] 

Fab 1(19) 

[.522, .815] 

Fab 2(16) 

[.701, .680] 

RRE 
Fab 1(45) 

[.936, .319] 

Fab 1(7) 

[.973, .289] 

Fab 1(21)[A] 

[1.000, .251] 

No(50) 

[0.00, 0.00] 

No(50)
 
 

[0.00, 0.00] 

No(50) 

[0.00, 0.00] 

BRE 
Fab 1(25) 

[.499, .890] 

Fab 2(6) 

[.936, .313] 

Fab 2(12) 

[.474, .793] 

No(50)  

[0.00, 0.00] 

Fab 2(42) 

[.578, .808] 

Fab 2(8 ) 

[.562, .815] 

BRA 
Fab 2(34) 

[.698, .697] 

Fab 1(5) 

[.929, .316] 

Fab 1(15) 

[.623, .710] 

No(50)
 
 

[0.00, 0.00] 

No(50)
 
 

[0.00, 0.00] 

Fab 1(31) 

[.706, .685] 

 

5. Conclusions 

In the study, we have proposed an inter-factories budget negotiation model for resources 

negotiation in a multiple factories environment.  Six tactics are developed to reflect the 

attitude and each factory thus can obtain a compromised budget allocation plan through the 

negotiation.  In the experiments, intrinsic agent utility is set as a performance index and 

the performances resulting from single negotiation tactic combinations are discussed.  All 

the experiments have demonstrated that the compromised solutions can be obtained in a 

short time. In future work, the proposed framework can be extended to a multiple-factories 

capacity negotiation environment.    
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